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INTRODUCTION
Hello and welcome.
Troublesome Houses: Art inspired by Will Oldham
is the third installment of an ongoing music themed
exhibition series I began in 2005. I’m very happy this
show is appropriately taking place here in Louisville.
The scene of the crime as it were. I often think of
these shows as a modest thanks to musicians who have
uniquely influenced us as visual artists. For the music
that not only keeps us company in our studios, but
also gets our wheels turning when we need it most.
So... thanks Will.
The next round is on us.
- Kevin Titzer 2013
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TROUBLESOME HOUSES
Louisville Visual Art Association
The Louisville Visual Art Association is excited to present
Kevin Titzer’s Troublesome Houses exhibition. Part of our mission
is to engage artists and audiences through an energetic agenda that
include exhibitions. This international survey of visual art inspired
by music (and musician) is an innovative and provocative approach
to expanding the reach of artistic disciplines. It is an opportunity to
deepen the understanding of what art is capable of.
© Photography by Sarah Davis

As we worked with Kevin and watched the eclectic selection of work
come together, we witnessed his sensibilities and creative acumen as
he curated a collection of artworks that reflected myriad themes found
in the music of Bonnie Prince Billy. The varied and possibly disparate
nature one might anticipate in such a group exhibit is here overcome
by a quiet sense of unity; yet, the expression of each individual
artist fully registers. This is destined to be one of the more talked
about exhibits LVAA has presented in recent years. Louisville is
fortunate to host this remarkable show, a collaboration emanating
from the spirit of Will Oldham and his extraordinary music.
You will not soon forget Troublesome Houses.
– Shannon Westerman

Executive Director
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©2013 Louisville Visual Art Association

Will Oldham
Will Oldham, singer, songwriter, and man about town
was born in Louisville Kentucky. He’s recorded under
many different names over the years, but is currently
introduced as Bonnie Prince Billy. His interests include
house plants, Caliology, and crossword puzzles. When it
strikes his fancy, he has been known to sport a beard.

© N & M Photography, Louisville KY

Kevin Titzer
Kevin Titzer is a sculptor and curator born in Evansville,
Indiana. Although he currently resides in the snowy
hinterlands of Quebec. He earns his keep by making art out
of wood and recycled materials. He enjoys organizing music
themed art exhibitions and a good piece of rhubarb pie.
He is beardless.

Rubicon Photobooth Co.
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TURF ONE
Song Sparrow (One with the Birds)
Oil & Gold Leaf
7” x 15”
4

MACSORRO

Black
Acrylic on Canvas Panel
9” x 12”
5

BILL MILLER
Beast for Thee
Vintage Linoleum Collage
20” x 21”
6

©2013 Winters Photography Co.

DOUGLAS MILLER
Plan for a new disambiguation. Or, why don’t you lie down in the light
Ink, Pencil, Ohio River Water, and Mascara on Canvas
36” x 48”
7

DOUBLEPARLOUR
Idle Hand
Resin
17” x 6”
8

P-JAY FIDLER
Grand Dark Feelings of Emptiness
Acrylic, Ink, Graphite, Paper and Collage on Illustration Board
10” x 15”
9

DAVID FULLARTON
You Will Miss Me When I Burn
Colored Pencil and Mixed Media on Canvas Board on Wood Panel
11” x 14”
10

DOLAN GEIMAN
Madeleine-Mary
Vintage Paper Collage On Wood Panel with Hand-Built Reclaimed Wood Frame
35” x 27”
11

MARK HOSFORD
You Will Miss Me When I Burn
Screen print
37” x 35”
12

JON LANGFORD
Hank & Billy
Acrylic on Wood
12” x 12”
13

CRAIG LaROTONDA
Soul of a Butterfly
Acrylic, Paper Collage, Colored Pencil on Wood
8”x 10”
14

KATHLEEN LOLLEY
Love Skull
Acrylic on Wood
16” x 20”
15

BRENDAN DANIELSSON
Death to Everyone
Pencil on Paper
18” x 24”
16

MONICA CANILAO
Birds Eye
Burned Image into Wood, Acrylic, Ink, Sinew, Lace
27”x 14”
17

CHRIS MARS
Allure of the House of Presence
Oil on Panel
17” x 19”
18

MEREDITH DITTMAR
You Remind Me of Something
Polymer Clay
21”x 21”
19

ANNE PEABODY
Truth or Dare
Iron Skillet, Grease, Rust from Bourbon, Beer & Seltzer Water, Beige Carpet, Cigarette Smoke
64” x 72” x 6”
20

ZONENKINDER COLLECTIVE
Will “Old” Tramp
Wood, Fur, Acrylics, Mixed Media
10” x 9”
21

CHRIS SCARBOROUGH
I think It’s Close To That…
Oil on Linen
16” x 20”
22

RANSOM & MITCHELL
No Such As What I Want
Archival Pigment Print
16”x 20” edition of 20
23

© Jordan Barclay

AARON TANNER
Death To Everyone
Ink, Paint, Barn Wood
25” x 31”
24

SHAUNNA PETERSON
One (sketch)
Acrylic
12” x 16”
25

KEVIN TITZER
No Bad News
Wood, Metal
20” x 10” x 7”
26

BRYAN PATRICK TODD
I See A Darkness
Laser Cut Acrylic
23” x 18”
27

LEE PETTY
Today I Was A Evil One
Acrylic on Canvas
18” x 24”
28
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FEATURED ARTISTS
Monica Canilao
In the heart of Oakland, California, Monica Canilao spends her days stitching, painting, printing, and breathing
life into the refuse that dominates our time and place. Moving across media, sometimes with friends and sometimes
alone, Canilao makes a delicate visual record of the personal and communal. She received a BFA from California
College of Arts and Crafts and has shown in galleries, community spaces, and abandoned places around the world.
To learn more about the artist, visit
monicacanilao.com 		

Brendan Danielsson
Brendan Danielsson’s work isn’t conceptual, personal, spiritual, or political. In fact, the final form of a piece is as
much a surprise to the artist as the viewer. Danielsson’s artistic process involves stream of consciousness, he works
without much forethought to the final form of a piece. But he does try to incorporate a few elements of conflict to
create a narrative within his work. These usually deal with man vs. beast, beauty vs. ugly, or sensuality vs. violence.
Danielsson says he does not enjoy the actual process of creating art. It’s a constant struggle for him because he is his
own harshest critic, but the end results keep him working. After Danielsson creates a piece, he is a happy man. To
learn more about the artist, visit
bdanielsson.com

Meredith Dittmar
Meredith Dittmar’s human-animal-plant-energy amalgams explore the link between biology, technology, and
consciousness. Her subjects are frequently caught in quiet expressive moments, or lounge facing the viewer, sharing
their inner space. Dittmar lives and works in Portland, Oregon, but she grew up in a world of pet pigs, horses,
hay-forts, and spy games near Boston. She credits her childhood experience and an education in computer science
and interactive design as major influences on her artistic career. Dittmar’s work has been featured in numerous
publications, and she operates Corporatepig, a company through which she creates unique handmade characters
called “My Guys.” To learn more about the artist, visit
corporatepig.com

Doubleparlour
Ernie and Cassandra Velasco began working as Doubleparlour in November 2007. Doubleparlour produces work
in a variety of mediums; however, their primary focus is on making hand-formed resin sculptures. They strive to
produce well-crafted and affordable artwork. The work includes a broad range of characters in different emotional
states, including alien monsters, animal hybrids, mutated humans, and anthropomorphic figures. Their work has
been described as “unsettling,” “cute yet creepy,” and “disillusioned children.” It can be found at galleries,
conventions, fairs, and on-line. The couple lives in San Francisco. Cassandra has a B.A. in Fine Art from
Humboldt State University and Ernie is a self taught artist. To learn more about the artist, visit
doubleparlour.com

P-Jay Fidler
P-Jay Fidler studied illustration at the Art Center College of Design, where he learned to tell stories effectively
through imagery. Raised in a small farm community in central California, he was very influenced by his childhood
surroundings. With animal imagery, landscapes, religious iconography, combined with his love of Flemish paintings,
vintage children’s books, and contemporary graphic design, Fidler creates a non-linear storyline of life, love, and
death that is disturbing yet beautiful. Fildler lives and works in Los Angeles. His work can be seen in galleries and
national publications. He is also an active member of the Broken Wrist Project. To learn more about the artist, visit
pjfidler.com
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David Fullarton
David Fullarton is a Scottish-born artist and illustrator, who is based in San Francisco. Because he is a man with
very low expectations, Fullarton says, he is seldom disappointed and therefore lives a life filled with boundless joy.
Fullarton has spent most of his somewhat checkered artistic career attempting to create a piece of artwork that doesn’t
have words written on it. So far, he has failed dismally. In his leisure time he enjoys a variety of smoked cheeses
despite lingering doubts about their textures. Perhaps his most prized talent is his uncanny ability to stay out of
the way. To learn more about the artist, visit
davidfullarton.com

Dolan Geiman
Dolan Geiman is a nationally recognized mixed media artist who creates original paintings, collages, constructions,
and limited-edition reproductions. Geiman’s art has a modern aesthetic while remaining true to its rustic roots.
Produced from salvaged wood, found objects, and other recycled materials, Geiman’s eco-friendly pieces emerges
from a folk art tradition infused with a contemporary, urban style. Originally from Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley,
Geiman currently lives and works in Chicago along with wife and business partner Ali Marie Geiman.
To learn more about the artist, visit
dolangeiman.com

Mark Hosford
Mark Hosford specializes in drawing, printmaking, and animation. Hosford’s work draws from a fascination with
ghost stories, oddities, stream of consciousness, and personal narratives. His art often portrays an alternate reality
where fertile and untethered imaginations are allowed to roam in wild abandonment. Hosford received a BFA in
Studio Arts at the University of Kansas. He also has a MFA from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Hosford an
Associate Professor of Art at Vanderbilt University. He has served as president of the Southern Graphics Education
Outreach and Vice President of Outreach for the Southern Graphics Council, the largest international printmaking
organization. Hosford has exhibited his work worldwide, including shows in Poland, Germany, South Korea, China,
New York, Boston, and California. His work is included in numerous public and private collections. He is
represented by Cumberland Gallery in Nashville, Tennessee. For more information about the artist, visit
sugarboypress.com

Jon Langford
Jon Langford is a Welsh-born artist and musician. He is a founding member of the Mekons, Three Johns, and
the Waco Brothers. In addition to being a touring musician, Langford also hosts a radio show called “The Eclectic
Company” on WXRT 93.1 in Chicago, where he lives with his wife and two sons. “Nashville Radio,” the first
collection of Langford’s art and writings was published by Verse Chorus Press in 2006. His recent multi-media
performance piece based on his art, “The Executioners Last Songs,” was commissioned by the National Performance
Network and led to a well-received national museum tour. To learn more about the artist, visit
jonlangford.de

Craig LaRotonda
Craig LaRotonda is a professional painter, illustrator, and sculptor. His artwork incorporates mixed media and
aging techniques, ultimately creating surreal figurative works. His acclaimed art has appeared prominently on
television and feature films including “Traffic” and “The Other Guys.” His striking images have been featured
in Time Magazine, The Washington Post, The Village Voice, Juxtapoz, The New York Times and numerous other publications.
This commercial work has received awards from the Society of Illustrators in New York and Los Angeles,
Communication Arts and Print Magazine. Larotonda has had solo shows in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York
City, and Paris. Born and raised in Buffalo, New York, the artist received his BFA in 1992 at the State University
of New York at Buffalo. To learn more about the artist, visit
revelationart.net
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Kathleen Lolley
Kathleen Lolley’s work is an organic mix of surrealism and folk art. Lolley’s visual narratives usually involve
imaginary creatures acting out scenes of magic and illumination. Her visual style was born from a childhood split
between the green hills of Kentucky and the magical, dark forests of Pennsylvania. Lolley’s earliest inspiration came
from oral family stories and folk tales, so storytelling plays a prominent role in her art. The love of narrative led
Lolley to film school, and from there, a career as a painter and writer. Lolley currently resides in The Dark Forest
where she spends most of her time making crafts, comics, and art. To learn more about the artist, visit
lolleyland.com

Chris Mars
Chris Mars’ film and animation has been screened at the Sundance Film Festival, South By Southwest (SXSW),
The Museum of Modern Art, and many more prestigious festivals and museums worldwide. His work can be found
in numerous public collections and exhibitions around the world including The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, the
Halle St. Pierre in Paris, France, and the Laguna Museum of Art in California. The Minneapolis, Minnesota
native’s debut monograph, “TOLERANCE,” was published by Billy Shire Fine Art Press in 2008. In addition to
his painting, Mars works in film and animation. To learn more about the artist, visit
chrismarspublishing.com

Macsorro
Macsorro is a self-taught, Los Angeles artist and an exciting new voice in the Pop Surrealist Movement. His
imaginative paintings are light-hearted mash-ups of society’s foibles. Macsorro’s work recalls artists like Jan Van
Eyck, Hieronymus Bosch, and Mark Ryden, but his style is riddled with profound, personal symbolic imagery.
Macsorro’s artwork has been displayed in California, New York, Rome, Italy and Japan.
To learn more about the artist, visit
macsorro.blogspot.ca

Bill Miller
Collage artist Bill Miller has used vintage linoleum flooring as his medium for more than 20 years. Miller is
recognized for pictorial assemblages that rely only on the material’s found surface, with no added paint, to render
his subjects. His images range from bucolic landscapes to surrealistic, fiercely political pieces that draw on elements
of news and pop culture. Miller’s unexpected use of familiar patterns taps into the medium’s nostalgic qualities,
imparting a sense of personal history and rediscovery. To learn more about the artist, visit
billmillerart.com

Douglas Miller
Douglas Miller is a working artist whose drawings are exhibited in galleries across the United States. Miller does
freelance illustrations and private commissions. His artwork is in the collection of the Evansville Museum of Arts
and Science, the University of Louisville, the Speed School of Engineering, and numerous private collections.
Douglas lives and works in Louisville, Kentucky. To learn more about the artist, visit
douglasmillerart.com

Anne Peabody
Anne Peabody is a Louisville-born, Brooklyn-based sculptor who earned her MFA from the School of Visual
Arts in New York. Peabody’s works have been featured in exhibitions in the US and Europe. Glasstress was a
collaborative exhibit at the Venice Biennale in 2009 and 2011. Peabody was recently named one of the Top 50
Contemporary Glass Artists in the World by Glass Quarterly magazine. Architect Peter Marino has commissioned
several site-specific installations by Peabody. To learn more about the artist, visit
annepeabody.com
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Shaunna Peterson
Shaunna Peterson’s artistic vision was shaped by cars, pinstriping, and pretty girls bearing “Miss” titles (Miss
Winston, Miss Hurst Shifter). Her father started drag racing in 1970, and some of the artist’s earliest memories
involve family trips to race tracks. Peterson’s art is also influenced by old advertising, antiques, lingerie, toys,
and music. She graduated with honors from the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, California. Her
clients have included the National Hot Rod Association, Field & Stream Magazine, and Fahrenheit Magazine.
Peterson’s work has also been showcased in Step Inside Design Magazine, International Tattoo Art, Permission Magazine,
Art Week, and PandaMeat. To learn more about the artist, visit
shaunnapeterson.com

Lee Petty
Lee Petty has worked full-time in the commercial art field in a variety of roles, including a production designer/
illustrator/ animator, a CGI 3D artist for film and video games, and an art director for print, internet, film,
video game and trade show exhibits. Petty is currently working as an Art Director at the video game developer
DOUBLE FINE PRODUCTIONS in San Francisco, California. When he is not working on digital art, Petty
paints and draws in a variety of mediums, including gouache, acrylic, oil, and ink. Over the last few years, he
has created a variety of images that explore favorite themes from my childhood, including pirates, fairy tales,
and monsters. To learn more about the artist, visit
leepetty.blogspot.ca

Ransom & Mitchell
Ransom & Mitchell is a still + motion creative team in San Francisco featuring the combined talents of director/
photographer Jason Mitchell and set designer/photo illustrator Stacey Ransom. Their approach combines
lighting with distinctive sets to create what cannot exist and make the impossible practical. Selected as one of
Luerzer’s Archive 200 Best Digital Artists, they have enjoyed creating work for a number of magazines, agencies
and direct clients, including: Young & Rubicam, Hub Strategy, Duncan/Channon, JVST, Juxtapoz, Hi-Fructose,
Decibel, Kixeye, and The Oakland Museum of California. To learn more about the artist, visit
ransommitchell.com

Chris Scarborough
Chris Scarborough artwork has appeared in Planet Magazine, Hi Fructose Magazine, NY Arts Magazine, ArtPapers
Magazine, and New American Paintings, among others. Recent solo exhibitions include the Marcia Wood Gallery
in Atlanta, Curator’s Office in Washington D.C., and Foley Gallery in New York City. He has also participated
in group exhibitions and art fairs around the world. Scarborough’s work is part of numerous private and public
collections including the Tennessee State Museum, 21C Museum, and the Tullman Collection. He is a
recipient of the 2008 Artist Fellowship for the state of Tennessee. Scarborough lives and works in Medford,
Massachusetts. He is represented by the Foley Gallery in New York City, Curator’s Office in Washington, D.C.,
and Marcia Wood Gallery, Atlanta. To learn more about the artist, visit
chrisscarborough.com

Aaron Tanner
Aaron Tanner is a freelance designer and musician. Tanner founded the design firm Melodic Virtue in
Evansville, Indiana. He has over a decade of experience designing across multiple mediums and has been
published in well-respected books and magazines around the world. When not working diligently on projects
for clients or preforming at rock concerts, you’ll find him volunteering at universities to help mentor future
designers or playing catch in the backyard with his son. To learn more about the artist, visit
melodicvirtue.com
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Kevin Titzer
Hello kindly art patron. You can find my bio on page #3.
kevintitzer.com

Bryan Patrick Todd
Bryan Patrick Todd is a graphic designer living and working in Louisville, Kentucky. Todd’s work has a strong
emphasis on typography and illustrated elements. He has received accolades from the Type Directors Club and
the Louisville Graphic Design Association (LGDA). His work has also been featured on various publications
and blogs including Page Magazine, DesignWorkLife, How Magazine, Graphic Exchange and many others.
To learn more about the artist, visit
bryanpatricktodd.com

Turf One
Jean Labourdette – aka Turf One – is obsessed with Victorian-looking midgets sporting dandy facial hair, Russian
icons, dead things of all sorts, carnival sideshows, and seedy vermin-infested theatre stages. His paintings recall
the Flemish Primitives, who were active in Burgundian cities like Bruges and Ghent during the 15th century.
However, Turf One has forged a unique artistic vision and signature aesthetic during his years of compulsive
creation. He started as a graffiti artist in the streets of Paris in the 1980s. Known for his distinctive and surreal
characters, Turf One evolved into a multidisciplinary artist working as an illustrator, comic artist, filmmaker
and painter. Turf One’s work has hung in such prestigious venues as Yves Laroche Gallery (Montreal), Jonathan
LeVine Gallery (New York), Copro Gallery (Los Angeles), and La Halle St-Pierre Museum (Paris). To learn
more about the artist, visit
turfizm.com/site-fl.html

Zonenkinder Collective
Philipp Steinbrenner & Carolin Steinat are an artist couple from Hamburg, Germany known for their
distinctive figurative wall paintings, urban installations and the “Tree Project,” an ongoing art project inspired
by the beauty and the decay of nature. Beside their creative work in the public space and in open nature, the
artists are working on sculptures and canvases in their studio. They are inspired by surreal paintings, the
lowbrow-movement, the variety of pop culture, the French “Figuration Libre” School, and Hip Hop graffiti
as movies and other collaborative art teams. To learn more about the artists, visit
zonenkinder.org
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